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 Assess your whole property and size your tools, equipment and project 

scope for the scale of your particular property. Decide if you need a 

tractor or a tool pouch, and learn to manage load weights.  

 Create a work station and a rest station in each area of your garden. A 

mailbox can hold hand tools, a bench can be a place for a break. Both 

can be fun and arty and incorporated into the overall design and keep 

you from losing tools or making trips back to the house for a drink.  

 Size your tools to your worker, too heavy or too small a tool impacts 

the operator and causes fatigue and injury.  

 Work in, and finish completely, the whole area completely before you 

move on to another area. It may involve a variety of tasks within an 

area but only requires one clean up per area and keeps your tools and 

energy from being scattered over a wide area.  

 Mixing tasks together in an area gives your body and equipment use 

some much needed variety so you do not have fatigue, boredom or 

make a new mess when you change tasks. Weed first, hedgeing or 

handpruning,  rake up,  fertilize and mulch last in that order.  

 Plan ahead and take some shortcuts to save labor: share a tractor 

rental with a neighbor, order a dumptruck load of mulch delivered and 

spread over a couple months, use cardboard/mulch to cover new beds 

3 months before planting so you don’t have to dig, use a hula hoe on 

small weeds before you have a seeding infestation.  

 Notice issues early on and take care of small issues before they 

become large issues. Use IPM methods and prevention to save labor.  

 Build raised beds and structures that let you garden vertically 

wherever possible. Aging is inevitable so make your garden 

improvements last a lifetime by planning ahead. Always invest in 

hardscape projects, you won’t regret it to reduce maintenance and 

give you good flat walking and wheeling surfaces.   

 Always have a “back 40” area of your property for stacking materials, 

holding plants, storing tools, doing projects, hidden but accessible.  


